
 

AAPS Blended Unit Planning Document #2 for Kimmie Conrad 

Grade Level/Content Area 

3rd Grade/Math 

 

Unit Title 

Understanding how to solve an equation that includes parentheses. 

 

Unit Abstract 
A description of the featured unit of study that characterizes the subject matter to be studied and states very generally what students are expected to learn and 
the types of learning activities that will be conducted to provide opportunities for learning. 

In this 3 day mini unit, students will learn about solving an equation with parentheses. 
Day 1- students learn and practice as a whole class solving equations with parentheses. 
Day 2- students take a quick pre-quiz to determine their comfortability solving equations with parentheses. Students are then grouped into one of three 
groups to provide either re-teach the material, clarify misunderstandings, or push students to think more deeply about the content. The third group, to 
challenge their understanding, will make educational videos to teach others in the class. The second group, after meeting with the teacher to clarify 
misunderstandings, will use a rubric to review the videos and provide feedback. 
Day 3- students watch videos to review then take a similar post-quiz to  determine if all students have gained an understanding of solving equations with 
parentheses.  

 

Standards/Benchmarks 
Identifying Expectations and Standards helps to ensure curricular alignment. 
 
Are the appropriate goals (ie: content standards, benchmarks, curriculum objectives) identified? 

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.OA.B.5 

Apply properties of operations as strategies to multiply and divide.2 Examples: If 6 × 4 = 24 is known, then 4 × 6 = 24 is also known. 
(Commutative property of multiplication.) 3 × 5 × 2 can be found by 3 × 5 = 15, then 15 × 2 = 30, or by 5 × 2 = 10, then 3 × 10 = 30. 
(Associative property of multiplication.) Knowing that 8 × 5 = 40 and 8 × 2 = 16, one can find 8 × 7 as 8 × (5 + 2) = (8 × 5) + (8 × 2) = 40 + 16 = 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/3/OA/B/5/


 

56. (Distributive property.) 
 
CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.3.OA.D.8 

Solve two-step word problems using the four operations. Represent these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown 
quantity. Assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation strategies including rounding.3 

Essential Questions  
A meaning of “essential” involves important questions that recur throughout one’s life. Such questions are broad in scope and timeless by nature. They are 
perpetually arguable – What is justice?  Is art a matter of taste or principles? How far should we tamper with our own biology and chemistry?  Is science 
compatible with religion? Is an author’s view privileged in determining the meaning of a text? We may arrive at or be helped to grasp understandings for these 
questions, but we soon learn that answers to them are invariably provisional. In other words, we are liable to change our minds in response to reflection and 
experience concerning such questions as we go through life, and that such changes of mind are not only expected but beneficial. A good education is grounded 
in such life-long questions, even if we sometimes lose sight of them while focusing on content mastery. The big-idea questions signal that education is not just 
about learning “the answer” but about learning how to learn. (Wiggins, Understanding by Design) 
 

How can I solve an equation that includes parentheses using the order of operations? 
 
(For my high achieving group, they’re question is narrowed in more-- How can I help other students gain an understanding of solving equations with 
parentheses?) 

 
Student will know... 
Summarizing the key content by setting up knowledge and skill goals for the 
unit helps designers focus lesson content. 
 

Students will know how to correctly solve an equation that includes parentheses, using order of operations. 

 

Students will be able to…. 
Summarizing the key skills goals for the unit helps designers focus lesson content. 
 

Students will be able to identify a starting point in an equation using the order of operations. 
 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/3/OA/D/8/


 

Current Teaching Design* 
List every activity that you currently complete in your traditional classroom situation to teach this unit.  

I currently teach the lessons using the Everyday Math curriculum. I teach the students on the carpet as a whole group and then send them to their seat to 
work on math pages. While students work, I circulate to provide clarification and help struggling students.  

 

Models 
Recommended models for implementation.  (ie flex, station rotation, lab rotation, flipped, individual, A La Carte, enriched virtual) 

I’ll be switching my whole class model to a rotation model that includes enriched virtual.  

 

Instruction and Activities 
Based on what you have learned so far what instruction and activities will students engage with in the face-to-face (F2F) environment? Which will you now move 
to the online environment? For more support in planning this way, watch this video. 
 

F2F Online 

Mini Lesson 
Small group instruction 

Pre and post quiz on Go Formative 
Video assignment instruction on Google Classroom 
 

 
 

Assessments 
Based on what you have learned so far what instruction  assessments will students engage with in the face-to-face (F2F) environment? Which will you now move 
to the online environment? Think about how you balance your assessment strategies (formative and summative).  
 

F2F Online 

For my low and mid groups, I’ll be checking their workbook pages in person to 
help clarify misunderstandings. 

Pre and post quiz will take place on Go Formative 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OYFEDR2qlBc


 

Resources 
A selected repertoire of high quality resources that would equip a teacher to teach the unit is listed here. 
 
 

F2F Online 

● Everyday Math materials (lesson 6.8 in 3rd grade) OR a self created 
lesson about solving equations with parentheses 

● Projector  
● Google Slides 
● Everyday Math Student Workbooks OR self created worksheets 

(could be used on iPads or printed) 
● May want whiteboard and markers 
● Rubrics (could be used on iPads or printed) 

● Student device (iPad, Chromebook, etc.) for Go Formative, Google 
Classroom, and filming 

● Access to Go Formative 
● Access to Google Classroom 

 

 

TO-DO* 
What items must you complete in order to finish the creation of this unit. If any of the items to the right must be modified for online delivery list it here.   For 
example, create a short podcast, find a YouTube video, write a discussion question, re-write directions for an activity so it can take place online.  
 

I’d need to write the pre and post assessments. I need to create a Google Assignment. I need to create a rotation schedule. 

 
 
Pre Assessment Questions- https://goformative.com/  

1. 4 x (17 - 9) = ? 
2. (16 ÷ 2) + 4 = ? 
3. Which equation will have an answer of 4? 

a. 12 - (8 - 4) = ? 
b. (12 - 8) - 8 = ? 
c. Both 
d. Neither 

4. Which equation will have an answer of 10? 
a. 9 x (3 - 17) = ? 
b. (9 x 3) - 17 = ? 
c. Both 
d. Neither 

 

https://goformative.com/


 

Post Assessment Questions- https://goformative.com/  
1. 5 x (12 - 7) = ? 
2. (21 ÷ 3) + 4 = ? 
3. Which equation will have an answer of 6? 

a. 9 - ( 6 x 2 ) = ? 
b. ( 9 - 6 ) x 2 = ? 
c. Both 
d. Neither 

4. Destiny is solving the equation 10 + ( 45 ÷ 5 ) = ?  
She says the answer is 11. CJ says the answer is 19. Who is right? 

a. Destiny is correct. The answer is 11. 
b. CJ is correct. The answer is 19. 
c. Both are correct 
d. Neither is correct 

 
Lesson Slides (Google Slides) 
 
Day 1 Slides 
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/presentation/d/1RM8YBeKyznVyDn27mX9qrFp4G32mTa_Q4hlIKXCS_qs/edit?usp=sharing  
 
Day 2 Slides 
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/presentation/d/1ufXtY1giPAK4lZkkH28Zt1FBsj_izLmhlpwCRn7AcxE/edit?usp=sharing  
 
Day 3 Slides (includes a video example) 
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/presentation/d/1twAdVTlv2cDpxKZp5hjhkvnN6tAaNyhMwoeCHGLmXoQ/edit?usp=sharing  
 
 
Rubric (Google Doc) 
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/document/d/1KepdBFyNrpQ7dF77lLGfMltim09DFnCl9JoRwA37zOU/edit?usp=sharing  
 
Google Classroom Post 
 
Solving an Equation with Parentheses 
Work with a partner to create a short video (no more than 3 minutes) explaining how to solve an equation that includes parentheses. 
 
Use a whiteboard to show your work as you talk. Make sure to plan your equation and practice your work and speaking before recording.  
 
When finished, upload your video to complete this assignment. 
 
 

https://goformative.com/
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/presentation/d/1ufXtY1giPAK4lZkkH28Zt1FBsj_izLmhlpwCRn7AcxE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/document/d/1KepdBFyNrpQ7dF77lLGfMltim09DFnCl9JoRwA37zOU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/presentation/d/1twAdVTlv2cDpxKZp5hjhkvnN6tAaNyhMwoeCHGLmXoQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://classroom.google.com/c/MjUyMDM0Mzk1NFpa/a/NDkwNDQ1ODI5M1pa/submissions/by-status/and-sort-name/list
https://docs.google.com/a/aaps.k12.mi.us/presentation/d/1RM8YBeKyznVyDn27mX9qrFp4G32mTa_Q4hlIKXCS_qs/edit?usp=sharing

